September 12, 2017 | Summer Task Groups Discussion Outcomes

The purpose of this meeting was to gather feedback on summer work experience, challenges, and outcomes and to collect insight on actions needed to move us forward for the coming year. From the larger group discussion of those that attended, outcomes were discussed along with potential next steps.

Leadership Team Design
- Share/identify staff support needed for structures
- Share more broadly
- Designate a set of people to get that started
  - How models will be implemented, learn from the others
- Language used around cluster leadership teams, consistencies? Naming conventions.
  - Some should be standardized, D&M/Art will have certain functions unique to it
  - Way to communicate what’s happening
  - Ensure there’s consistencies enough between structures that people don’t get lost (grad studies as example, lessons learned)
  - Placing admin. assistants where they can help students, in person (centers of academic activity)

Cluster Projects
- Leadership team dedicated to cluster projects, needs to continue as a committee
- What’s the timeline and intention about cluster projects?
- Where does the guidebook go? It’s going to Cluster Connect!
- Project point-person for each cluster
- Communicate future deadlines for cluster projects

Cluster Partnerships
- Becoming a resource with a list
- Need to define partnerships university-wide
- Identified scope/range, moving into Cluster Connect
- Recommended levels of partnership, engagement, deepness, etc.
  - Classify partnerships, surveyed for more information
  - Form an advisory council to define where place energy, focus, and strategy
- Static Archive with repository of partners
  - Partnership Liaison from each cluster, accountability for maintaining the list
  - How to interface with the CBCP

Student Experience
- Survey for students about clusters, baseline data of student perception of clusters (Student Affairs)
  - How to inform incoming and current students for what clusters means
- Orientation to clusters for panther days